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Get to Dynamo already!



• How many of you always find yourself trying to keep track of multiple items that need to be 

evaluated, designed, and coordinated with a Lead Designer, PA/PM or another discipline?

o How are you currently tracking these items?

 One Note? *Bluebeam Session? *BIM 360 Docs? Company Forms? Sticky 

Notes...?

Question



SCHEDULING

DETAIL

PROCESS

Note Comment Coordination

TASK

PART 1

Create a way in which 

coordination items can be 

tracked within Revit and 

exported for use by a PM/PA 

or another discipline.

PART 2

What does this process look 

like on an actual project, and 

how does it function?

 Note Comments

 Global Parameters

PART 3

How did this become possible 

through the use of Dynamo 

and through the vast Dynamo 

community?

 Dynamo Note Comment 

Slave 

PART 4

How was this automated to 

eliminate the need for a user 

to keep track of the task?

• Dynamo Sandbox

• Master Script

• Windows Task Scheduler

 DynamoSandbox.exe

 DynamoCLI.exe

• Visual Basic

 Schedule Dynamo 

Sanbox Script

(Coordination / Scheduling Automation)



Task

Create a way in which coordination items can be tracked within Revit and exported for 

use by a PM/PA or another discipline.



Process

What does this process look like on an actual project, and how does it function?

Video



Note Comments

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LFQMOmuZ17w&list=PLYMBzLMv5c7mMvVLYHq1QNyEwbwUeZOps&index=1


New In Progress Resolved



Note Comments – Global Parameters

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=j0Y5rcyE1w4&list=PLYMBzLMv5c7mMvVLYHq1QNyEwbwUeZOps&index=2


Details

How did this become possible through the use of Dynamo and with the help of the 

vast Dynamo community?

Video



You’re perfect just the way you are, 

and there is room for improvement.

- Jack Kornfield

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gYSTRcJlf70&list=PLYMBzLMv5c7mMvVLYHq1QNyEwbwUeZOps&index=3


Dynamo – Note Comment “Slave”

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gYSTRcJlf70&list=PLYMBzLMv5c7mMvVLYHq1QNyEwbwUeZOps&index=3


Scheduling Automation

What if we could schedule pressing the Run button?



Dynamo Sandbox

(Opening Revit Files with Dynamo)

Master Graphs – by Andreas Dieckmann

https://github.com/andydandy74/DynamoAutomation/wiki/Master-Graphs

1. Inputs

2. Create list of Revit files

3. Create journal files

4. Batch-process Revit files

5. Close Dynamo Sandbox



Inputs

Revit Version

Revit Local File Location 

(Excludes @ symbol)

Dynamo Script Location

Journal File Name

Journal File Location

Override Journal File

Debug Journal Files 

Utilize Clockwork Package Directory.Contents+ to obtain all 

the Revit files in that are to be modified.

Create list of Revit files



Journal Files 

Photo credit goes here



Closes the Script Photo credit goes here

Process the Revit files



Task Scheduler

INHERENT ISSUES WITH USING DYNAMO SANDBOX AND TASK SCHEDULER

DYNAMOSANDBOX.EXE

Dynamo Command Line Interface

https://github.com/DynamoDS/Dynamo/wiki/Dynamo-Command-Line-Interface

DYNAMOCLI.EXE

Does not contain all the library components to properly run the Master Script

Will not open the specific file



Task Scheduler – DynamoSandbox.exe FAIL

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=M03wlMqArOw&list=PLYMBzLMv5c7mMvVLYHq1QNyEwbwUeZOps&index=4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=G3sQ08fm39Y&list=PLYMBzLMv5c7mMvVLYHq1QNyEwbwUeZOps&index=5


Task Scheduler – DynamoCLI.exe FAIL

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=G3sQ08fm39Y&list=PLYMBzLMv5c7mMvVLYHq1QNyEwbwUeZOps&index=5


What have we found that 

works consistently?



.vbs – Visual Basics Script

VB Script “Microsoft Visual Basic Scripting Edition”

An Active Scripting language that allows time delays.



Photo credit goes here

How do you create a .vbs file?



Text with image background

Photo credit goes here



.vbs.vbs

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RebC40hRqWA&list=PLYMBzLMv5c7mMvVLYHq1QNyEwbwUeZOps&index=6


Close Dynamo Sandbox

Close Revit

Synchronize Central Model

Closes Excel

Update Excel File

Run Dynamo Revit Slave Script

Open Revit Local Copy

Master Script

Dynamo Sandbox

.vbs

Windows Task Scheduler



Scheduling Automation

Video

Demonstration

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=laxIU1Os5lc&list=PLYMBzLMv5c7mMvVLYHq1QNyEwbwUeZOps&index=7


Schedule Dynamo Sandbox Script

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=laxIU1Os5lc&list=PLYMBzLMv5c7mMvVLYHq1QNyEwbwUeZOps&index=7


Recap

• Created a way where Generic 

Annotation (Note Comments) families 

can be used to keep track of 

coordination items within Revit.

• Dynamo leveraged to locate the Note 

Comments within a View and on a 

Sheet.

• Excel file exported for non-Revit 

users.

• Dynamo was scheduled to run during 

off hours.



We suffer more often in 

imagination than in reality.

-Seneca



• How many of you are using Note Block Keynotes when annotating your MEP sheets?

o Have you come across any problems when using the Note Block Keynotes 

methods on plans with multiple areas?

Question



AUTOMATION

DETAIL

PROCESS

Note Block Keynotes

TASK

PART 1

Create a way in which 

Keynotes placed in views will 

show only on the sheets in 

which they are visible.

PART 2

What does this process look 

like on an actual project, and 

how does it function?

PART 3

How did this become possible 

through the use of Dynamo 

and through the vast Dynamo 

community?

• Dynamo Detail

PART 4

(Quality Control)

 Note Block Keynotes (Views)

 Note Block Keynotes (Sheets)



Task

Create a way in which Keynotes placed in views will show only on the sheets in which 

they are visible.

Video (The problem with Note Block Keynotes)



Note Block Keynotes on Floor Plans

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ctpsd3DehI0&list=PLYMBzLMv5c7mMvVLYHq1QNyEwbwUeZOps&index=8


Note Block Keynotes on Sheets

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=280z32PA7io&list=PLYMBzLMv5c7mMvVLYHq1QNyEwbwUeZOps&index=9


Process

What does this process look like on an actual project, and how does it function?

Video





Hide Keynotes

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CSjOfvwgkyY&list=PLYMBzLMv5c7mMvVLYHq1QNyEwbwUeZOps&index=10
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0y6SY2YBg4w&list=PLYMBzLMv5c7mMvVLYHq1QNyEwbwUeZOps&index=11


Label Keynotes and Place on Sheets

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0y6SY2YBg4w&list=PLYMBzLMv5c7mMvVLYHq1QNyEwbwUeZOps&index=11


Detail

How did this become possible through the use of Dynamo and through the vast 

Dynamo community?

Video



Dynamo - Hide Keynotes
Photo credit goes here

Every Generic Annotation on each Sheet Selected is 

processed, which can take a lot of time



Dynamo – Label Keynotes and Place on Sheets



Recap

• Created a way where Note Block 

Keynotes could be checked for quality 

control to ensure appropriate visibility.

• Dynamo used to solve issue where 

Note Block Keynotes may appear on 

multiple dependent views.

• Dynamo used to placed Note Block 

Schedules on associated sheets 

automatically reducing user effort.



For the engineers in the room, how often do you find yourself fighting to find a legible location to locate 

mechanical equipment, spaces and air terminal tags?

o Would it be beneficial if you could use Dynamo to help with the initial location of 

these tags to reduce your up-front time commitment?

Question



AUTOMATION

DETAIL

PROCESS

Mechanical Ductwork Tags

TASK

PART 1

Create a way in which 

Mechanical tags would be 

placed in a view at a location 

where they would be visible 

and not overlap any nearby 

objects.

PART 2

What does this process look 

like on an actual project, and 

how does it function?

 Tag Mechanical Ductwork 

Plans 

PART 3

How did this become possible 

through the use of Dynamo 

and through the vast Dynamo 

community?

• Dynamo Detail (Video)

 Tag Mechanical 

Ductwork Plans 

• Discussion

PART 4

(Quality Control / Time)



Task

Create a way in which Mechanical tags would be placed in a view at a location where 

they would be visible and not overlap any nearby objects.

Video (The problem with using Tag All…)



Tag Plans

↑ North → East ←West  ↓ South

Priority

Mechanical Equipment 

→ Spaces 

→  Air Terminals  



Tag Mechanical Ductwork Plan Issues

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=V0BbYMPwFBE&list=PLYMBzLMv5c7mMvVLYHq1QNyEwbwUeZOps&index=12


Process

What does this process look like on an actual project, and how does it function?

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ypUoWbMz0q0&list=PLYMBzLMv5c7mMvVLYHq1QNyEwbwUeZOps&index=13


Tag Mechanical Ductwork Plan

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ypUoWbMz0q0&list=PLYMBzLMv5c7mMvVLYHq1QNyEwbwUeZOps&index=13


Detail

How did this become possible through the use of Dynamo and through the vast 

Dynamo community?

Video



Dynamo -Tag Mechanical Ductwork Plan

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xOJGiyFwdA4&list=PLYMBzLMv5c7mMvVLYHq1QNyEwbwUeZOps&index=14


Whitespace?



78,888 Points Generated

39,444 Bounding Boxes

35,972,928 Intersection Checks



Recap

• Created a way where Dynamo can 

automatically place Mechanical 

Equipment tags in a legible location 

where objects are not overlapping for 

legibility.

• Whitespace possibilities discussed for 

future implementation.
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